COVID IMPACT
Fan Study

The sports and live entertainment world will feel the
effects of COVID-19 for months to come. We set out
to understand how fans will react to this reality.
The full measure of effects from the outbreak are yet to be seen.
As the world adjusts to a new normal, the ticketing industry will
need to adapt to shifting fan expectations.
With uncertainty all around, we tapped into our fan network and
surveyed a pool of over 800 fans to gauge their insights into
what they think about returning to live events and to better
understand what they will need to feel comfortable resuming
attendance.
What will it take to get them back in the stands? What do they
expect upon returning? This study probes these questions and
more, highlighting the state of mind for fans and the outlook for
the ticketing industry.

About Experience
Experience’s ticketing technology empowers sports teams and live entertainment venues to
unlock inventory opportunities, amplify the value of every ticket, and give fans better
experiences through ticketing flexibility and subscriptions. Our market research puts a pulse
on today’s fans with insights that can help our partners better understand their fans’ needs
and behaviors.
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Click on the numbers
to jump to the page.
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STUDY BACKGROUND
& METHODOLOGY
Response Pool
• Respondents were selected randomly from fans who
have transacted on Experience’s platform since the start
of 2019.
• The survey was pushed in batches of fans distributed
evenly between various professional and college sports.
Respondents self-identified which sport they had
attended in the prior year.
• Every respondent confirmed two questions before
entering the survey:
1. They have attended a live sporting event in the past
year.
2. They will answer every question honestly and
without bias.
• A $100 gift card was offered as an incentive. One winner
was randomly selected. Participation in the study was not
required to enter the gift card drawing.

Response Collection Methodology
• The survey was distributed by email, from Experience’s
Market Research email address. Neither the email nor the
survey referenced specific venues or teams in any way.
• All responses were collected via Qualtrics, Experience’s
online research tool.
• The distribution and response collection was exclusively
handled by the Experience Market Research team. No
third parties were involved.
• The survey was open for 10 days, from April 24 through
May 3, 2020.
• The survey was a mix of multiple choice, matrix, and free
response questions. Responders could choose to skip
any question, except for the two confirmation questions
referenced above.
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How is Experience’s study
different from others?
With a flood of recent fan studies, it is
important to understand how ours is unique.
Experience’s study stands out because…
Fans assured to have attended
events in the past year…
…not self-identified or
stay-at-home “fans.”

Focus on actionable solutions
to re-engage fans…
…not public interest, at-home
viewing, or “fun” stats.

Diverse cross-section of fans by
age, region, sport, & more…
…not one specific
sub-set of fans.
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BREAKDOWN OF
RESPONSES
Response Breakdown by…

Response Count by Events Attended

7% 3%

522

Pro Hockey

364

College FB

357

Pro Basketball

322

Pro Baseball

314

College Basketball

243

Pro Football

231

Other

300

Single Event

28%

Full Seasons
Partial Seasons
Other

62%

“Other" includes Pro Soccer,
other college, and nonprofessional sports. None of
these reached statistical
significance, alone.

Most Tickets Bought

Concerts

Response Breakdown by Region
Male
Female
3rd / Non-Binary

56%

Gender

44%

4%
5%

13%

5%

18-24

27%

Pacific

25-34
35-49

Southeast
Midwest

50-64

Northeast
Mountain
South Central

16%

28%

Age Range

7%

17%

28%

65+

23%

Canada

27%
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SUMMARY OF FINDINGS
Key Observations

Recommended Actions

• There are two distinct populations of fans:

1. Tickets with lower commitment levels will be vital to

a. ~55%: fans ready to come back, but demanding
cleaner venues and investment guarantees
(returns / refunds).
b. ~45%: fans not ready to come back, and will be
much more likely to return if they can guarantee
socially distanced seats.
• For all levels of comfort, fans indicated they will
downgrade their ticketing commitment level when
events return.
a. This will result in ~10% more fans seeking singleevent tickets than in prior seasons, while every other
type of ticket will see lower demand.
b. Shrinking demand for season tickets can be offset
by guaranteeing the purchasers’ investment by
offering refundable, or returnable tickets.

retain existing customers. Teams should activate
returnable and refundable tickets, guaranteeing
value for their fans’ investments. Teams should also
prepare for a shift to smaller packages and single
event ticket programs.
2. Venues need to implement protocols assuring fans

of enhanced cleaning, and health checkpoints. For
many fans, this is more important than any sort of
social distancing seating arrangements or limiting
the number of fans in the venue.
3. The industry should prepare for two distinct waves of

fans to return (outlined above, and in more detail in
this report), and plan different approaches for each
wave as events reopen for fans.

c. A subset of previous Season Ticket Members
(STMs) considering downgrading their commitment
can be enticed to return with socially distanced
seating arrangements.
• Further, fans across the board will spend less. Nearly
1 in 3 fans will actively seek cheaper seats than
previously, and a shockingly low 5% of fans said they
are willing to spend more next season. 20-30% of
fans will also reduce their spending on Food &
Beverages (F&B) at events.
• Finally, there are still a lot of unknowns. Many
questions received 20% of respondents indicating
they don’t yet know how they will react, once events
return.
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KEY OBSERVATION

Fans will return
in two waves

There are two distinct populations of fans:
• ~55%: fans ready to come back to
events.

“

Would you attend events
immediately when they begin
again?

I will be there just as before,
without fear.

• ~45%: fans not yet ready to come
back to events.

I’m ready
55%

Not yet
45%

“

I would prefer to take a
cautious approach… not
rushing back.
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TWO WAVES OF
FAN RETURNS

Wave 1: Those Ready to Return

Wave 2: Those Not Yet Ready

The first batch of fans are eager and ready to return
to live events. Still, they will seek certain changes to
their event attendance preferences, including:

The second batch of fans are hesitant to return, but
90% of them still plan to attend events in the year
once they return. Insights to these fans include:

Investment Guarantees
66% of these fans will seek either returnable or
refundable tickets, suggesting they want tickets
that carry value, even if an event is cancelled.

Socially Distanced Seats
Many fans who are uncomfortable returning
immediately will seek socially-distanced seats:
Will seek seats next to empties

50%

Premium areas 19%

Cleaner Venues
Over half of these fans want the venue to
communicate new cleaning protocols. 35%
even want to see health screening checkpoints.

None of these 18%

13%

SRO

Variations by Sport
Levels of comfort differ by sport, but don't
follow trends for indoor versus outdoor venues.
47%

59%
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57%

% Comfortable

ll

Less
Ready

ba

Surprisingly, comfort levels did not significantly
differ by demographic groups – including age.

53%

56%

Co

Consistent Across
Demographics

56%
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ADDRESSING FAN
CONCERNS

1

Why are fans concerned about returning to events?
There are three prevailing themes for why fans are uncomfortable returning to events. While other
factors may slightly influence their concerns, these three dominated the responses:
1. Fans want to avoid
large gatherings

2. Venues are too
risky for germs

3. Fans want to continue
social distancing

Drivers of Fan Concerns
Specific to Wave 2 fans

Want to avoid large gatherings
Venues too risky for germs
Want to continue social distancing
Disposable income too tight
Want lower-commitment tickets
Job status uncertain
Prefer home viewing
Found new hobbies
None of these

11%

21%

27%

66%
61%

74%

4%
2%
2%

Tactics to Alleviate Fan Concerns
By preference rank & wave of fan return

Wave 1: Fans Ready to Return
Most
preferred
tactic

Least
preferred
tactic

Wave 2: Fans Not Yet Ready

1

Enhanced cleaning protocols

Wait for vaccine

1

2

Refundable tickets

Limit crowd size

2

3

Health screening checkpoints

Empty seats between fans

3

4

Limit crowd size

Health screening checkpoints

4

5

Empty seats between fans

Refundable tickets

5

6

Wait for vaccine

Require face masks for fans

6

7

Require face masks for fans

Enhanced cleaning protocols

7
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KEY OBSERVATION

Fans will downgrade
commitment levels

Fans universally indicated they will
downgrade their ticketing commitment
level, even when events return.
• ~10% more fans will seek singleevent tickets. Every other ticket type
will shrink in demand.
• Season ticket member attrition can be
combatted with investment
guarantees, and socially distanced
seating arrangements.
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“

Don’t: tie up money longterm with uncertainty if
events can happen.
Do: social distance while
at events.

“
9

2

FAN MIGRATION TO LOWER
COMMITMENTS

Fans have spoken. They will seek up to 10% more single-event tickets than before.
Types of Tickets that Fans Will Seek, Once Events Return
Purchase Preference,
Year Pre-COVID:

61%

28% 11%

Single event tickets

Wave 1 Fans* will seek:

Full season tickets

64%

23%

13%

Partials + Mini-plans
Will not attend events

Wave 2 Fans* will seek:

73%

12% 9% 6%

Good news: fans still want to come to live events. Just 6% of the Wave 2 fans* (3% overall)
said that they won’t attend any events.
It will be vital to meet fans where they want to buy. Because of concerns around health,
safety, and money, fans will seek lower commitment tickets. In general, this will result in
higher demand for single game tickets. Some of these fans, however, may be enticed by
more flexible ticket packages, like month-to-month subscriptions, or returnable tickets.
* Remember: Wave 1 fans are the fans who are ready to return to events, while Wave 2 fans are not yet ready.
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PACKAGE DOWNGRADES
UNIVERSALLY
All types of ticket buyers expressed
some interest to downgrade their
commitment levels.

2

RETAIN THROUGH FLEXIBILITY
Fans are seeking lower commitment options. Teams &
venues can meet this through flexible ticketing
options, such as month-to-month subscription tickets

The good news? Most prior buyers still plan to

with flexible features. This gives fans peace of mind

attend events in the next year. To best understand

and assurance that they can change plans as needed,

future ticketing preferences, we need to study fan

instead of downgrading to single event tickets.

tendencies by prior ticket types purchased.
Single Event Buyers

Partial Plan Buyers

Behavior for prior single event buyers won’t change

Over 30% of prior partial plan buyers will seek single

much, as most will seek the same ticket types next

event tickets in the next year, and nearly none will

year. On the flip side, there will be little opportunity

seek to upgrade to full seasons. Of all prior ticket

to upsell prior single buyers into higher packages in

buyers, prior partial buyers are the most likely to

the next season.

abscond from buying tickets entirely in the next year.
Single event
tickets

Next year will seek

Full Season
tickets

3%
2%
1%
Pre-COVID:
Single Event
buyers

Partials +
Mini-plans

Will not attend
events

4%
29%
Pre-COVID:
Partial + Miniplan buyers 2%

Details on prior
Season Ticket
Members on
the next page

→

65%
94%
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RETAINING MEMBER
ENGAGEMENT

Season members are seeking a new
approach.

Ticket types that previous Full Season
buyers will seek, post-COVID.

COVID has reshaped fans’ points of view on
committing to tickets up-front. Widespread
cancellations and postponements of events have
rattled fans to the point where over 40% of prior
season ticket members will seek lower-commitment
tickets in the year after events return.

2%
27%

These fans have told us that they will predominantly
seek two ticketing features once events return. By
adding these options for members, teams can
hope to retain some fans who may otherwise
downgrade their tickets.
When we drill down to the
40% of prior members
who are looking to
downgrade tickets next
year, we notice that many
of them are looking for
investment guarantees
through refundable and
returnable tickets (71% &
65%, respectively), or
socially distanced seating
arrangements (48%).

Full Seasons
Partial Seasons
Single Events
59%
None

12%

Ticket attributes that previous Full Season
buyers will seek, post-COVID.
71%

65%

48%
38%

16%
32%

52%
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KEY OBSERVATION

Fans will spend
less on events

Fans across the board will spend less.
• 1 in 3 fans will actively seek cheaper
tickets than previously.

“

Make tickets cheaper.
Particularly for lower level
seating.

• 20-30% of fans will also reduce their
spending on Food & Beverages.

“

Lower prices on drinks and
food. We’re on the cusp of a
global depression.
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In addition to spending less,
fans will also seek guaranteed
value for their investment, such
as refundable or returnable
tickets.
Below: % of fans who will seek tickets that are…

Refundable
Returnable
Lower cost

61%
43%
33%
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IMPACT ON SPEND
Think back to January 2020.

WHICH ARE FANS SEEKING:
CHEAPER SEATS OR TICKETS?

In January 2020, the Consumer Confidence Index
was 131.6, near the record high and indicating
strong consumer sentiment and spending1. The
general feeling around the economy – and sports

Will fans seek cheaper tickets, or just migrate to

specifically – was positive. According to PWC’s 2019

cheaper sections of the venue?

Sports Outlook Report, “Sports can look forward to

The vast majority of the

a significant five-year growth.”2

80%

By May 2020, the consumer confidence index was
down to 86.6, following months in a “free-fall.”3
Sports revenue forecasts have been stripped, with

Will seek the same
quality seat.

ticketing revenues as a major contributor to the

fans – 80% in most cases
– indicated they will
seek seats in the same
sections as they did
before the pandemic.

projected negative impact.4

This indicates that the expectation is that

Even the fans most ready to return to events will

tickets will be priced cheaper, not that the fan

still be cautious about their spending. Overall, 50%

should have to move to a lower quality seat to

of fans will spend less next year, with an additional

save money on tickets.

20% still unsure how their spending might change.

How much will you spend* in the year after events return, compared to before?
Significantly
less

27%

Slightly less

37%
12% 35%

45%
-100%

31%

-50%

More

5% All fans, regardless of comfort level

44%
39%

No change

9% Wave 1 fans (ready to return)
16%
0%

<1% Wave 2 fans (not yet ready to return)
50%

100%

* Excludes responses: “I don’t know.”
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IMPACT ON SPEND

Fans plan to spend less across the entire event experience, not just tickets.
Going to an event is often about the experience as much as the show. Food, drinks, merchandise, and
transportation all factor into event costs for fans. How might those categories fare once events return?

Percent of fans who
will be less likely to:

BUY FOOD

BUY DRINKS

PAY FOR PARKING

Fans who are…

-4%

Wave 1 (Ready
to return)
Overall
Wave 2 (Less ready
to return)

-13%

-7%

-10%

-22%

-23%
-31%

-32%
-40%

KEEP YOUNGER
FANS ENGAGED
Younger fans told us they will cut their
spending even more dramatically than the
rest of the fanbase. Because industries that
more often employ younger people have
been hit the hardest by COVID-19, these
fans will cut their spending the most.5
Appeal to these fans by offering tickets with
baked-in value, or investment guarantees.
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How much will fans spend in the year after
events return, compared to before, by age:
Significantly less

Slightly less

-36%

-20%

-31%

-25%
-28%
-27%
-14%

18-24
25-34

-20%

35-49

-20%

50-64

-14%

65+

15
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KEY OBSERVATION

Uncertainty
still remains

There are still a lot of unknowns.
• 20% of respondents regularly
indicated they don’t yet know how
they will react, once events return.

“

I’m not sure. I am a season
ticket holder… I’m still thinking
about how to proceed if there
is a season this year.
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WHY THE UNCERTAINTY?
The word “unprecedented” has
reigned since COVID-19 landed in
North America.
We need to be faithful to what
fans are truly feeling, so we invited
them to respond appropriately if
they are still unsure.
Read on to learn how to minimize
this uncertainty.

16

4

WIDESPREAD UNCERTAINTY

20% of fans still don’t know how
they will respond once events return.

CONSISTENT RESPONSES
ACROSS FAN GROUPS

Throughout our study, it was clear that fans need
more time before fully understanding how their

Buyers of all ticket types –
seasons, partials, and singles –
carry the same uncertainty.

event preferences will change post-COVID. This
was true in both the multiple choice questions,
and the open-ended responses.
The uncertainty speaks to the need for us to
continue engaging with these fans throughout

Fans in both waves of returns
are equally uncertain about their
spend and fear concerns.

the re-opening season. With new information
coming out nearly daily, the best approach at this
point is to remain fluid.
On the next page, we dive deeper into one

All sports have uncertainty, but only
college fans are notably more certain:
16% uncertain, vs 20% overall.

potential way to glean insights from these
uncertain fans: free responses. We received more
than 1,000 write-in responses, which raise some
clarity to how we can address fan uncertainty.

Effect of COVID Fear on Attendance Likelihood

Effect of COVID on Event Spending
More
No change

More

5%

I don't know

No change

25%

Less

60%

20%
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3%
34%

Less
I don't know

43%

20%
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INSIGHT INTO THE
UNCERTAINTY
We received more than 1,000 pieces of written feedback from fans.

Sometimes, it is hard for people to verbalize what they truly want; we need to read in between the lines to glean
insights. By studying these write-in responses, we can begin to shape an image of what these fans truly want.

~60% OF OPEN RESPONSES ARE MANAGEABLE
Venue cleanliness & sanitation

16%

25%

>1,000
write-ins

Transparency with
policies & updates

59%

CONTROLLABLE
THEMES

Smaller crowds & socially
distanced seating
Price sensitivity &
investment guarantees

Positive: controllable by team, venue, or Experience
Negative: not an immediately controllable factor
Neutral: elements of both positive and negative

Enhanced health protocols for
fans & employees

How do we plan to address ongoing uncertainty?
Even though fans don’t have all of the answers now, we are determined to uncover them as they are available.
The Experience Market Research Team will continue to chase insights about the return of events. Between
further surveys, fan focus groups, and conversations with our partners, we will continue to share answers for
how COVID-19 will affect live events upon their return.
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RECOMMENDED ACTIONS

What this
means for you
Prepare uniquely for each wave of fan returns.
We established that fans will return in two waves, each of which will require
unique responses. The first wave of fans will demand investment guarantees and
cleaner venues, while the second desire social distanced seating.

Experience Product* Activations: FLUID TICKET w/ returns
PASS w/ SafeSeat™

Steer into ticket flexibility.
Fans will be hesitant to commit to big-time ticket packages (as they have in the
past) and will demand flexibility above all. Meet these fans with month-to-month
or game-to-game ticket options, or add flexibility to your season ticket packages.

Experience Product* Activations: SUBSCRIPTION PASS
PASS ONE
* Page 21 contains more details about Experience products.
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WHAT THIS MEANS FOR YOU
Add investment guarantees for spooked fans.
Across the board, fans are looking to spend less on live events in the coming
years. Instead of dropping prices, we can meet what these fans are seeking:
investment guarantees through tickets that are returnable for credit, or refunds.

Experience Product* Activations: FLUID TICKET w/ returns
PASS w/ returns

Over-communicate, and prepare for rapid changes.
Fans want to hear what you are doing to keep your venue clean and safe.
1 in 5 fans are also uncertain about how they will return to events. Talk to
your fans about your new protocols, and stay close with our research as
we uncover more insights.
* Page 21 contains more details about Experience products.

CONTACT US

ADDRESS
Experience LLC
3535 Piedmont Rd NE
Bldg 14, Suite 450
Atlanta, GA, USA, 30305

DISCLAIMER: All data presented in this document is proprietary and
exclusive to Experience. Any use of this information without express
written permission from Experience LLC is strictly prohibited.
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E-MAIL
market-research@expapp.com
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ABOUT EXPERIENCE PRODUCTS
Experience’s ticketing technology empowers sports teams and live entertainment
venues to unlock inventory opportunities, amplify the value of every ticket, and give
fans better experiences through ticketing flexibility and subscriptions.
Pass: Multi-Game Buyers

Fluid Ticket: Season Ticket Members

With Experience PassⓇ, fans enjoy the
thrill of live events without the
obligation of traditional ticketing. Our
multi-event ticketing technology lets
venues easily manage inventory and
maximize revenue, while giving fans the
flexibility they want. Offer fans a
subscription to a set of specific events
or sell a bundle of tickets that can be
used however they choose. With a
customizable approach to ticketing, Pass
makes happy fans and healthy venues.

Fluid TicketⓇ lets teams reward their
most loyal fans with added benefits
that boost their bottom line. Our
features extend the value of season
tickets on game day and beyond,
allowing fans to easily add, upgrade,
or return a ticket for a credit with
guaranteed value. By offering season
ticket members the most flexible
options, teams can strengthen
renewals and retention.

Pass with SafeSeatTM, a social distance
seating solution, leverages Experience
PassⓇ technology to respond to the
expectations of fans and needs of teams
and venues to address the enhanced
safety and security of live event
attendance required in today’s world.
Upgrades: Experiential Buyers

Pass One: Single Game Buyers
Pass One’s mobile technology unlocks
potential to reach an even wider
audience and find new fans. Through
text message, e-mail, or social media,
fans can purchase single-event tickets
in three easy steps. As the sales come
in, venues are able to build a targeted
list and keep the conversation going
with notifications about future events.

With Upgrades, it’s easy to get the most
from every seat in the house as fans get
closer to the action. Our simple
approach to ticketing enhancements
means fans can quickly move to better
seats, or enjoy experiences that create
lasting memories.
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FURTHER READING
Want to learn more about Experience Market Research? You can find additional reading and information at the
links below, or you can contact us at: market-research@expapp.com.
Read on for more insightful work from your Experience Market Research team:
•

Experience Market Research. Subscription Tickets for Today’s Fan, 29 July 2019. https://issuu.com/expapp/
docs/expapp_-_millenialebook.

•

Experience Market Research. Fan Insights Series, May - June 2020. https://www.expapp.com/blog/faninsight-series/.

•

Experience Market Research. What Generational Buying Behavior Tells Us: A Look at Millennials, April 2020.
https://www.expapp.com/blog/fan-behavior-series-millennials/.

•

Experience Market Research. What Washington Fans Think About Pass, March 2020. https://
www.expapp.com/blog/washington-pass/.

You can find all of the Experience Market Research content on their blog, at: https://www.expapp.com/blog/.

CITATIONS
Unless specifically noted, all research and data presented in this report are proprietary to Experience, and
exclusively developed through the Experience Market Research Team.
Any references to other data sources are notated in the document, and detailed below:
1. Associated Press. US News & World Report, 29 Jan. 2020, https://www.usnews.com/news/business/articles/
2020-01-28/us-consumer-confidence-shows-solid-gain-in-january. Accessed 9 June 2020.
2. PwC US. Sports Outlook for North America, 2019 edition. https://www.pwc.com/us/en/industries/tmt/library/
sports-outlook-north-america.html. Accessed 9 June 2020.
3. The Conference Board Inc. Consumer Confidence Survey, 26 May 2020. https://www.conference-board.org/
data/consumerconfidence.cfm. Accessed 9 June 2020.
4. ESPN Staff. Analysis: Sports vanishing to cost at least $12B, 1 May 2020. https://www.espn.com/espn/otl/
story/_/id/29110487/sudden-vanishing-sports-due-coronavirus-cost-least-12-billion-analysis-says. Accessed 9
June 2020.
5. Jeff Cox, CNBC. Here are 3 reasons why millennials are being hit especially hard economically by the
coronavirus, 26 May 2020. https://www.cnbc.com/2020/05/26/here-are-3-reasons-why-millennials-are-beinghit-especially-hard-economically-by-the-coronavirus.html. Accessed 9 June 2020.
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